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If you were to describe this world to a child, which one
of the following would you pick?
It is home to magic, art, beauty, and tens of thousands of
years of human talent. Or you would, even though it may be
true, that our world is where we live, but it is a place that
doesn’t work for everyone?
Our world is our playground, a platform for the
creativity of all seven billion of us.
Sometimes it’s hard to believe that a world that works
for all of us can be possible. But the opportunities are all
around us. While we all hope for a better future for our
world, many of us are building it. If you are a builder, we
are betting on you.
The changemaker. The activist. The hero. The mentor.
49 years ago, we started building a world we all want to
live in.
We started in Bangladesh.
We listened and learnt, failed and got up again.
We never stopped trying. And we never will.
We trust in people, and we take on the impossible, every
day. Fighting poverty, building platforms for tolerance,
equality and inclusion, saying no to violence against
women and children.

We pilot, perfect and scale. Our DNA is to build.
As the sun rose this morning, hundreds of thousands of
builders rose with it. Teachers across eight countries opened
the colourful doors of the world’s biggest secular private
education system. 65,000 artisans picked up their needles
and started weaving traditional art into beautiful clothing.
Credit officers in one of the world’s largest microfinance
institutions sat down with women in the remotest corners of
seven countries.
Whoever you are, whatever you are.
Doing good is everyone’s business.
We have never faced bigger challenges but we have never
been more ready.

Each morning, BRAC branch offices
open their doors to people investing
in brighter futures for themselves and
their families. Their grit, creativity and
positivity fuels our innovation as an
organisation. We continually research,
test, review and adapt our approaches
to provide the support that is relevant
and future-proofed. As the needs of
the communities we serve change over
time, so do we.
In 2013, we began experimenting
with digital financial services (DFS)
and preparing for a more connected
and equal future particularly for the
women in our communities. From the
outset, BRAC’s focus for introducing
digital financial services into our
programmes was to improve women’s
access to financial services, improve
their confidence with digital tools,
and economic decision-making. We

envisioned digital finance would help
us bridge the gender gap in access
and use of financial tools, and make it
easier and more affordable for women.
Initially, we micro-piloted the
integration of digital financial services
within a number of programmes
before deciding to scale our solutions
in microfinance, education, and
integrated development in 2016. BRAC
has since introduced clients to mobile
money through savings products,
loan products, salary and school fee
collection. Importantly, scaling mobile
money also involved setting up the
technical infrastructure and process
digitisation within our operations,
instigating revisions and automation
of our legacy data management and
reporting systems.

Business-as-usual changed
dramatically in March 2020, when
the COVID-19 pandemic arrived in
Bangladesh. The health emergency
quickly turned into a pandemic of
poverty. Economic lockdowns and
overloaded public service systems
isolated our clients and communities.
BRAC responded immediately by
starting health and awareness
campaigns, and support programmes to
prepare the population with lifesaving
information and tools. With BRAC
branch offices closed, aligned with
government lockdown protocols, our
field staff members went door-to-door
with health information and emergency
services. During this time, BRAC relied
on its digital finance infrastructure
and the mobile money ecosystem to
support clients and field staff alike
with emergency aid and allowances.

DFS became our primary mode of
transfer to ensure support reached
them directly, immediately and
cost-effectively.
In this short publication, we hope
to highlight some of the ways in
which our programmes and clients
have adopted DFS to innovate
and thrive in the face of mounting
health challenges and physical
barriers. Digital financial services are
certainly not our silver bullet, but it
has shown us how investments in
digital technologies and literacy for
communities with low incomes can
render dividends well beyond our
current imagination.
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Digital
microfinance
Ensuring our services
reach communities even
when we cannot
Location:
Bangladesh
Implementer:
BRAC Microfinance,
Bangladesh
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“Meeting clients where they are”
has been our holy grail for service
delivery from the day we started.
But what happens when we can
no longer meet them in person?
If you travel along Bangladesh’s
raintree-lined highways, you are
likely to spot small clusters of
homes separated by miles of lush
paddy- fields. If you travel across
Bangladesh, you are also likely to
spot magenta signposts leading
you to the nearest BRAC branch
office. Together, BRAC’s 2,587
branch offices create a support
network. Families and clients
come to the branch offices to
learn about new services, apply
for microloans and savings, and
collect or pay back their loans.
(Include financial training)

In March 2020, all Microfinance
branches closed to avoid
public gatherings and following
guidelines from the Microfinance
Regulatory Authorities to shut
down loan instalment collection
and disbursement. This was not
an unusual move by the regulator.
The Bangladesh government
routinely asks microfinance
institutions to stop their lending
activities to protect the clients
who are most vulnerable from
additional financial burdens.
The communities BRAC serves
are incredibly resilient in the
face of challenges. They are our
guides in creating services that
make a difference. At times of
crisis, our clients demand more

responsive support from BRAC.
With lockdown in effect, BRAC’s
field staff were no longer able to
go door to door. There were no
monthly village group meetings.
This meant communities that
were suddenly in need of credit
more than ever were not able to
connect with familiar resources.
Others were not able to pay
off their debt nor access their
savings at a time of need.
At that crucial hour, BRAC
Microfinance took an ambitious
decision; to roll out merchant
wallets at every branch across
the country, enabling clients to
pay instalments through mobile
money. Simultaneously, BRAC
Microfinance also digitised
savings refunds so that clients
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are now able to tap into their long
term savings in times of need
directly disbursed to their mobile
wallets upon request.

What was done, how
it was done
BRAC Microfinance now has
2,581 mobile money merchant
wallets, enabling each of their
branches to receive payments
from clients fulfilling their
loan instalments or monthly
savings deposits. In the last six
months of 2020, these wallets
collected over USD 500 million
through more than 8.5 million
transactions. In the thick of
the lockdowns, around 60% of
clients opted to send their loan
instalments digitally.
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For the first time,
work and still keep
our clients had
their loans active.
full mobility to
Loan digitisation was initially
live where there
envisioned as a next-generation
was work and
project by the programme. Our
key concerns were around client
still service their
readiness - would a transition to
financial tools
digital exclude people who were
digitally. In the haor most vulnerable by broadening
(wetlands) regions the digital divide?
where many are
The pandemic’s unusual
unable to find work circumstances made digital
finance and mobile money a
for half the year,
priority for users, regulators and
clients were able
service providers alike. BRAC
to move with their
Microfinance could not initiate
families to periany hands-on training for the
field staff due to movement
urban towns and
restrictions. So they took a
cities to find new

step to refresh their existing
knowledge. To help the clients,
our staff needed to understand
the technology well enough.
They were taught wallet opening,
cash in, and additionally started
focusing on payment options,
and consumer protection through
fraud prevention awareness.
Staff were given dialogue scripts
to follow during conversations
with the clients during these
times. Field staff and mobile
money agents teamed up to
onboard clients seamlessly and
help them open wallets, check
balance and cash-in/out. This
first layer of reliable assisted
services ensured that clients with
low tech literacy would benefit
similarly to more advanced
mobile money users.
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BRAC Microfinance subsequently
supported the Ultra-Poor
Graduation and Water, Sanitation
and Hygiene programmes
in digitising their instalment
collection, enabling families living
in ultra-poverty and climate
change affected households to
access financial tools from home.

Lasting effects

If you live near a BRAC branch
office, you are likely to know
someone who can help you
learn and benefit from mobile
money. After the rollout of digital
loan repayments and savings
refunds, shopkeepers in the
area recognised that community
members benefited from keeping

a balance on their wallets. So,
if you run a business nearby
these branches, you are also
more likely to encourage mobile
payments for transactions.
BRAC Microfinance is now
investing in remote customer
service hotlines and consumer
protection messaging to support
clients better as the use of
mobile money continues to rise
exponentially. This shift has
opened up the programme to a
new range of products and digital
services for clients who are now
more ready than ever before to
leap ahead.
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‘This picture was taken before the COVID-19 pandemic’

Digitising
health
worker
payments
Accelerating financial
inclusion through
activating community
health workers
Location:
Bangladesh
Implementer:
BRAC Health, Nutrition
and Population
Programme (HNPP),
Bangladesh
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Community health workers
(CHW) and volunteers play an
active role in ensuring healthcare
services for individuals who
otherwise may not have access
to it, with most providing a
diverse range of services like
midwifery, organising campaigns
and awareness programmes
on topics such as educating
expectant mothers about
maternity and family planning
and selling over-the-counter
medicines to individuals in need.
Rumi Begum and Meherunessa
from Chittagong and Khulna
are two community health
volunteers working with BRAC
Health, Nutrition, and Population
Programme (HNPP), delivering
healthcare services vital in their
community. The limited working
hours ensured them a proper

work-life balance and financial
freedom but with the COVID-19
lockdown disrupting the services
they delivered, it temporarily
paused their income generation.
As a result, many more like Rumi
Begum and Meherunnesa, who
neither had a permanent salary
nor savings, needed emergency
assistance.
The CHWs working full-time
and volunteers working parttime guided by HNPP, initiated
the programming and health
behaviour changes. However,
with the COVID-19 pandemic
spreading in Bangladesh and
given the depleting resources
and fragile healthcare system
in the country, 50,000 CHW and
volunteers directed their priorities
towards raising awareness,

teaching families about hygiene
practices, and helping the
government identify the virus
without adequate testing
facilities.
Besides the health calamity and
extra burden of work, the CHWs
suffered a big blow with the
disruption as most of them relied
on the cash they received from
the services. HNPP’s financial
communication and astute
insights approach led to finalising
sending cash incentives using a
DFS system for the volunteers
and then sending two rounds
of cash support through mobile
money to ease their financial
situation.
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Onboarding the
volunteers to Digital
Financial Services:
Managerial changes
and the battle
against time

Since BRAC HNPP’s project
initiation in 2018, around 5000
CHWs and project assistants
(PA) have transitioned from
cash to the DFS payment
system. The CHWs particularly
provided services like antenatal
and postnatal care at highly
discounted rates to families in
rural areas and then physically
travelled to the branch offices to
deposit the cash received from
delivering those services, with the
area manager doing the manual
reconciliation, thus complicating

the monitoring process. After HNPP
digitised the payment process by
partnering with bKash, a mobile
financial service provider in
Bangladesh, it not only relieved
the CHWs from travelling long
distances, but also opened doors
to try digital disbursement of their
incentives in future.

The digital
transformation
has brought more
efficiency in the
process that in turn
increased the CHWs’
productivity as they
could contribute
more time in field
activities.
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Currently, efforts are being made
to integrate the CHWs as bKash
field agents that would help in
increasing their income sources,
without compromising their core
activities.
This experience with the DFS
system aided in integrating the
volunteers. Given the shortage
of time and large volume of
volunteers, a plan was devised
to collaborate with the Area
Managers to collect the phone
numbers of the volunteers and
upload them on a database for
bKash and HNPP to analyse.
To make the information more
accessible and easier to study
amidst COVID-19, BRAC HNPP
built a database with BRAC IT

Services (biTS) within three days
which was used by the 250 Area
Managers and 4,300 CHWs to
successfully collect the 43,000
volunteers’ list and register
around 35,000 volunteers within
the first 10 to 15 days. After
bKash and the Area Managers
cross-checked the list, two
rounds of incentives, BDT 1,000
(equivalent to USD 11.74) and
BDT 500 (equivalent to USD
5.87) were received by the
volunteers, with extra incentives
for 4,000 candidates who were
living in ultra-poverty. The Area
Managers further contacted
the volunteers to ensure they
received incentives, thus taking
approximately 25 days for the
entire procedure to be complete.

Experience with
mobile money and
utilisation of the
incentives received:
Stories from the field

The volunteers finally receive
their incentives. But did it help
ease their financial troubles? How
did shifting to mobile money for
payment help them channel their
journey towards DFS?
Rumi Begum used her incentives
towards house rent and groceries
but faced significant hurdles
before receiving them: she did not
have a personal phone number to
open the bKash account. But with
HNPP’s support and the CHWs,
she successfully opened an
account after her husband gave
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her his mobile number. Opening
a bKash account benefitted her in
many ways, like her getting out
of home for menial activities like
mobile recharge. She also said,
“My husband was always against
the idea of me working, but with
a little help from BRAC in our
worst time, now my husband is
the one who encourages me the
most to work.”

Having a
bKash account
encouraged her to
save and feel more
empowered since
now she managed
her own money.

In Meherunnesa’s case, even
though her husband’s job
remained, the added financial
burden meant more difficulties.
After receiving the incentives
she spent them on groceries,
house rent and her children’s
education. Presently, even
though Mehrunnessa is not an
active bKash user, the financial
knowledge she gained paved a
path for future purposes.
Like Rumi Begum and
Meherunnesa, many volunteers
utilised the incentives and
resources provided by BRAC
to become self-reliant but still
hesitated to keep using bKash
after receiving the incentives. So
in future financial training and
awareness programmes, bKash’s
advantages and uses should be

clearly defined. The incentive
plan designed by BRAC HNPP
helped accelerate the digital
transformation of payments by
making mobile money suitable for
daily transactions and creating a
conduit for future opportunities to
increase digital financial inclusion
for women in Bangladesh.
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Home
school pilot
Digitising payments to keep
teachers networks active
and lessons live even with
the closure of schools.
Location:
Bangladesh
Implementer:
BRAC Education
Programme,
Bangladesh
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The importance of teachers
and students in the society is
significant given their roles
in ensuring the upcoming
generation reach their full
potential for economic prosperity
and social cohesion. But with
the COVID-19 pandemic pulling
everyone back to square one,
the vitality behind resolving
the challenges posed by the
pandemic became pertinent, with
the students urgently required
shifting to online learning and
teachers’ honorariums needed to
be sent on time. The solution was
eminent- digitising the payment
and teaching system.
In 2016, 1,400 parents from two
BRAC schools in Tangail and
Gazipur registered with bKash,
a mobile financial service in
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Bangladesh as part of BRAC
Education Programme’s (BEP)
pilot of digital financing to
pay school fees to the social
enterprise schools, with the
teachers’ payments sent in
the same manner via bKash.
Despite some scepticism and
technophobia among the parents
and teachers, both trusted the
change by utilising the years of
digital financial literacy training
and support provided by BRAC
field staff to use bKash. The
success of the pilot resulted in
accumulating BDT 560 million
(equivalent to USD 6.5 million)
in school fees and disbursing
BDT 4.17 billion (equivalent to
49 million) in teachers’ salaries
through bKash payment. So,
when the pandemic temporarily
paused physical school activities,

BEP accelerated the digital
payments made because of the
positive response from both the
parents and the teachers’ side.
But the story does not end here
as the COVID-19 pandemic
manifested it to be the beginning
of a larger narrative.
During the first phase of the
COVID-19 lockdown in 2020,
the Bangladesh government
began airing school lessons on
the Sangsad TV channel, but
many BRAC students barely
have access to televisions.
As a result, the “Home School
Pilot” scheme was introduced,
where the teachers taught three
to four students in 20-minute
conference calls using their
parents’ low-cost feature

phones. The teachers and
students meeting virtually helped
the students continue their
education despite the physical
hindrances and improve both
the teachers and the students’
mental health significantly due
to the increased interactions
with their colleagues and peers
going through similar phases.
Since BEP had already tested
a similar model in 2016, the
transition was not difficult for
the teachers - only this time,
they were receiving an additional
cash transfer via mobile money
to cover the expenses of phone
conference calls digitally. Since
the piloting was similar to BEP’s
2016 pilot, the transition was not
difficult for the teachers, with the
only extra feature for them being
getting the reimbursement of
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conference call charges digitally.
Prior to the pilot, the teachers
visited agents to recharge their
phones as they did not possess
the digital literacy required to
recharge via bKash. This changed
during the lockdown, as the
new process and knowledge of
mobile money functions newfound knowledge enabled them
to recharge anytime and gain
significant confidence in using
other features of bKash like bill
payment, mobile recharge and
money transfer more frequently.
This made them extremely
optimistic and enthusiastic
towards the application of DFS in
everyday life.

Taking the leap
forward: The benefits
brought by the
digital shift and
DFS’s expansion

Nazma Khatun, the headteacher
of Purbogangabardi BRAC primary
school in Faridpur, describes the
massive change she experienced
in 2017, since joining BRAC 17
years ago. “When they were
asked to open bKash accounts,
we faced situations like wrong
PIN input, forgetting PIN and
unknown operating systems for
the app to be installed on. Few
parents did not even own mobiles
and were not confident about
the bKash system. We addressed
the issues in several parents’

meetings, demonstrating to them
the process to make it more
user-friendly. Now parents do
not wait for receipts anymore,
rather they see it as a ‘friendly
and secure saving platform”.
She further stated, “For me, it’s
very convenient as I can check
the payment status of students
easily and since the beginning of
homeschooling in the COVID-19
lockdown, I can recharge my
mobile anytime using the money
BRAC sends me in bKash, which
I use to top up the necessary talk
time and conduct classes”.

‘This picture was taken before the COVID-19 pandemic’
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While all teachers
agreed that mobile
homeschooling
would not replace
in-person lessons
without significant
design changes,
digitising payments
to teachers
has ensured
that lessons
continued during
the 18 months of
school closure in
Bangladesh and
limited the learning
loss.

The challenging task of
incorporating digital financial
services within BEP was
successful due to the hard work
and patience of the people
involved with the project. Despite
the obstacles brought on by the
lockdown, the digitalisation of the
payment system accelerated the
entire process while helping the
thousands of people associated
with BEP to start their DFS
journey. The resilience and
optimism shown by the teachers,
students and their parents prove
that DFS can be swapped with
regular cash payments and the
move can be expanded amongst
a greater number of people
successfully in the future.
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Urban food
assistance
programme
Integrating blockchain to
ensure food security

Location:
Bangladesh
Implementer:
BRAC Urban
Development
Programme,
Bangladesh
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As COVID-19 patients were
slowly identified in March 2020,
Bangladesh went under lockdown
with movement restrictions.
With this, a 51-year-old female
garment worker Shahinur Islam’s
family was hit hard as she and
her husband who was a security
guard in a local market lost
their job. The loss of income
jeopardised their ability to feed
their family and pay for house
rent and other basic necessities.
Moreover, with the rise of
community transmission, BRAC’s
frontline staff were restricted
by the community leaders from
moving within the community
from the fear of spreading the
virus further.
In this circumstance, BRAC
Urban Development Programme

(UDP), partnered with World
Food Programme (WFP), began
exploring ways to ensure food
security from a distance. UDP
finally used a blockchain-based
application called ‘Building
Blocks’, to revamp their aid
distribution by introducing a food
assistance programme based on
digital financial services among
the urban poor communities.
With this technology in use,
people from Kallyanpur and
Sattola low-income communities
received monthly BDT 3,000
(equivalent to USD 36) for 10
consecutive months for financial
assistance through mobile money
to their bKash accounts which
they could use to purchase their
requirements from a catalogue
of pre-approved food items from

30 specified stores from the
community. They had individual
QR cards with personal details
and mobile wallet numbers
that could be used to track
their spending across different
food groups. Based on their
expenditure patterns, they were
rewarded with an additional
25% bonus the following month
to motivate them to purchase
nutritious products.
A comprehensive methodology
was followed during the selection
process consisting of people
enlisted and nominated for
the next enlistment under the
government social safety net, and
also people from communities
not included in any of the
aforementioned lists.
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Select 30 shops for
food support, (10
in Kallyanpur, 20 in
Sattola)

Orient the shopkeepers
on the platform and
distribute mobile phone
with installed app

Create primary list
of household for
cash support

Conduct physical
verification and finalise
the primary list

Collect the sales
database, check the
inventory and price
list from shop and
prepare report on a
daily basis

Shopkeepers record
client purchase data
in the platform and
maintain the daily
sales database

Analyse item sales
data and prepare
procurement status
for next months food
supply

Analyse transaction
data and identify for
next disbursement

Distribute flyers and
posters to continue
spreading
the word

Orient them on the
process, food items,
reward mechanism and
distribute the QR cards

People use
mobile money for
transaction during
purchase

Verify mobile
wallet status
with bKash

Conduct the
BDT 3,000
cash transfer
through bKash

This flowchart demonstrates the operational flow
followed for the urban food assistance programme to
ensure seamless service delivery at the last mile.
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The objectives of this project are
to provide long term financial
assistance to understand the
expense behind nutritional food
and identify additional scopes
of expense, raise awareness on
nutritional consumption, catalyse
behavioural change in terms of
healthy consumption, support the
government through connecting
the right people for safety net
allowances through efficient
targeting.
During onboarding, people
were reached through mass
awareness campaigns. They
were provided with leaflets
highlighting processes, reward
details and food groups, and QR
cards containing all their relevant
personal details. The shopkeepers
also motivated the participants

to purchase the products from
diverse groups to ensure proper
nutrition.
The shopkeepers and an
additional store staff also
received training to operate
the smartphone-based sales
register. They received health
guidelines and nutritional
awareness which helped them to
assist and orient the participants
to purchase the right food items.
Through this enlistment of the
shops, their daily clients rose to
200-300 whereas in the earlier
days it would not exceed 50,
which motivated them to continue
being a part of the project in the
long run.

Through this initiative, 7,607
people could ensure healthy and
nutritious food for their families
throughout this crisis with the
first round of disbursement
held in October 2020, and to
be continued for 10 months up
to July 2021. This initiative not
only ensured 10 months of food
security for communities but
also inspired young persons like
Bonna (21), who is a safety-net
participant and a person with
disabilities, to dream to provide
the needful to her family and
establish a grocery shop for a
sustainable income source.
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wewfbœ ai‡bi Lvevi kix‡i wewfbœ f~wgKv cvjb K‡i
ZvB my¯’ _vK‡Z n‡j cÖwZw`b wewfbœ ai‡bi Lvevi Lvb
Lv`¨‡kÖYx

†KvwfW-19
bMi Lv`¨
mnvqZv cÖKí

K¨vke¨vK wKfv‡e cv‡eb?
bMi Lv`¨ mnvqZv cÖKí A_ev cÖKí mswkøó Kg©KZ©v/Kg©Pvix m¤ú‡K© Avcbvi †h †Kvb
Awf‡hvM, wRÁvmv ev gZvgZ Rvbv‡Z WFP nUjvBb b¤^‡i webvg~‡j¨ †dvb Kiæb|

Avcbvi Awf‡hvM †MvcbxqZvi mv‡_ LwZ‡q †`Lv n‡e|

08 000 999 777

A_ev, wb¤œwjwLZ wVKvbvq B-‡gBj Ki‡Z cv‡ib

udp.communication@brac.net

kixi‡K my¯’ ivL‡Z cÖwZw`b
wewfbœ ai‡bi Lvevi LvIqv cÖ‡qvRb|
ZvB my¯’ _vK‡Z n‡j

Kgc‡¶ 5wU meyR wPwýZ Ni ‡_‡K Lvevi wKb‡j
cieZ©x gv‡m cv‡”Qb 25% K¨vke¨vK

g‡b ivL‡eb

K¨vke¨vK †c‡Z n‡j
cÖwZwU Ni ‡_‡K b~¨bZg 150 UvKvi
mgcwigvb Lvevi wKb‡Z n‡e|
Pvj, km¨, g~j I K›` RvZxq Lvevi N‡ii †¶‡Î
m‡e©v”P 700 UvKv Ges
cywó †Z‡ji †¶‡Î m‡e©v”P 300 UvKv Li‡Pi
Dci GB K¨vk e¨vK cÖ‡hvR¨ n‡e|

Wvj, ev`vg
I exwP

Avjy

KPy

AvUv

gmyi Wvj

gyM Wvj

wk‡gi exwP

wPbvev`vg

`ya I
`y»RvZ
Lvevi
gvQ Ges
gvsm

KvR
cywó Pv‡j mvavib Pv‡ji Zzjbvq
wfUvwgb I LwbR Dcv`vb †ewk _v‡K|

cywó Pvj

Pvj, km¨, g~j
I K›`

g~j I km¨ RvZxq Lvevi †`n‡K
Zvc I Pvjbv kw³ ‡`q|

Dw™¢` †_‡K cÖvß Avwgl kix‡ii e„w×
I ¶qc~iY K‡i|

Kygovi exwP

kix‡ii nvo I `vu‡Zi MVb I myi¶vq
KvR K‡i| `ya †L‡j kix‡ii `ye©jZv
K‡g I kw³ ‡`q|

Miæi `ya

Miæi gvsm

wWg

`B

cwbi

gyiMxi gvsm

gvQ

ïUwK gvQ

nvu‡mi wWg

gyiwMi wWg

cvwLi wWg

WvUv kvK

cyuB kvK

Kjwg kvK

jvD kvK

njy` I Kgjv
i‡Oi mewR I
dj
†e¸b

wgwó Kygov

MvRi

cvKv †cu‡c

g~jv

KvuPv gwiP

†cuqvR

cvKv Kjv

†jey

†cqviv

gvLb

kixi‡K †ivMRxevYyi AvµgY †_‡K i¶v
K‡i I nR‡g mnvqZv K‡i|
wfUvwgb-G Gi fv‡jv Drm, hv
ivZKvbvmn wewfbœ ai‡Yi †ivM
cÖwZ‡iv‡a mnvqZv K‡i|

†Xuom

kix‡i †ivM cÖwZ‡iva K‡i I
nR‡g mnvqZv K‡i|

eiB

kix‡i kw³ mieivn K‡i| wfUvwgb
G hy³ cywó †Zj kix‡i ivZKvbvmn
wewfbœ †ivM cÖwZ‡iv‡a mnvqZv K‡i|

cywó †Zj

†Zj I Pwe©

jvj kvK

cvKv Avg

jvD

cÖvYxR Avwgl kix‡ii e„w× I ¶qc~iY
K‡i Ges i³míZv cªwZ‡iva K‡i|
wWg kix‡ii e…w× Ges ¶qc~i‡Yi
cvkvcvwk `ye©jZv Kgvq|

Mvp meyR kvK

Ab¨vb¨
mewR Ges
dj

These images refer to the visual contents used
by the programme while communicating with
people. It talks about ways of winning the
reward (on the left) and different food groups
and its health benefits (on the right)

D`vniY

†KvwfW-19
bMi Lv`¨
mnvqZv cÖKí

wN
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This initiative has
increased mobile
money transactions
beyond the
traditional Cash
In - Cash Out and
worked as a nudge
for the participants
to become familiar
with the concept
of paying for
regular necessities
like food items
through mobile
money amongst
communities.

The programme has launched
the second phase of the food
assistance programme through
mobile money from June 2021,
aiming to cover around 3,414
households from the Duaripara
and Bhashantek slums from
the capital for eight months up
to January 2022. In the second
phase, the bigger agenda is
to create a strategy for the
government to utilise similar
methodologies for safety-net
payments and also connect
people to the government who
are currently not on the list of
safety-net payments.
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Emergency
cash grants
Aid disbursement made
digital, direct and frugal
Location:
Bangladesh
Implementer:
14 BRAC Programmes
Facilitator:
BRAC Microfinance
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“I had already bought a new van
for me with a small business aid
to alleviate the hardships and
misery of my family. But suddenly
the coronavirus reversed
everything,” said Minara Begum,
out of work and attempting to
meet basic household necessities
as the world halted due to
the pandemic. According to a
nationwide rapid response survey,
households living in extreme
poverty reported an income drop
of 73 per cent from February to
the first week of April 2020.
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In this condition, cash transfers
became the most embraced
form of intervention to mitigate
this disruption of livelihood
as it could move money to
those who needed it most with
greater speed and accuracy. It
has ensured consistency and
adaptability so that recipients
could cash out or purchase
necessary goods when and
where they choose.
With eight years of humancentred designing experience
on DFS, BRAC Microfinance
initiated a rapid assessment
to test the feasibility of cash
transfers with a small group
of participants from different
corners of the country. This step
not only brought positive results
for proceeding further but also

highlighted crucial gaps to be
addressed in order to serve
people. For example, the majority
of people living in ultra-poverty
had phones, however, only a few
had access and basic knowledge
about bKash. Under this
circumstance, BRAC Ultra Poor
Graduation (UPG) programme
took up this task and conducted
the massive onboarding process
through mobilising their frontline
staff to raise mass awareness
about DFS, assist people in
opening mobile wallets and in
cases of no access, and partner
with a trusted individual in cases
for no/limited access.
One catalyst for this rapid
adoption amidst this crisis was
the client’s trust in BRAC’s
frontline staff and belief in the

positivity of change. Fourteen
other BRAC programmes along
with Bangladesh Society for the
Change and Advocacy Nexus
(B-Scan) joined and bolstered
this effort through rapid scoping,
onboarding and further assisting.
Grameenphone joined the efforts
with financial contributions to
ensure more reach. BRAC’s
Microfinance Programme
graciously led this whole initiative
of coordination with bKash, and
with that, BRAC successfully
provided BDT 1,500 (equivalent
to USD 18) cash support to more
than 700,000 households spread
across Bangladesh in multiple
rounds taking place bi-weekly
from April 2020.
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Programme finalise
participants list and
request for digital cash
transfer

Mobile wallet details
are validated (digit
count, remove
special characters,
duplication etc.)
Two different lists
(eligible and noneligible) are created

Note: Although all the activities
associated with this task in the
backend were mostly manual, the
programme initiated the digitisation
of this whole emergency cash
disbursement project in order to
ensure smooth delivery and efficient
verification of mobile wallets
eligibility in the least amount of
time. By this, programmes can now
directly upload the participant list
and get live updates and approvals
on their disbursement request within
moments, making it easy for everyone
to serve more in less time.

Programme
rechecks noneligible list for
further action

BRAC finance
and accounts
initiates the
disbursement

Programme
receives final
disbursement
report

This flowchart highlights the key steps taken for
a single round of emergency cash transfers.

‘This picture was taken before the COVID-19 pandemic’
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The
disbursement
process is not as
straightforward
as it seems. Few
issues that were
faced include:

❚ A lot of the mobile wallets
were registered under family
phone numbers. Many clients
had shared their friends/
relatives wallet numbers.
However, there were instances
where those wallet owners
used the money without
informing the client about
successfully receiving the
aid. So BRAC initiated direct
communication with the
participants before and after
the disbursement through the
area managers and other field
staff to ensure proper receipt
of this financial support.

❚ A portion of the transactions
would always bounce back
despite the accounts being
verified as these accounts
would be blocked due to lack
of use or multiple efforts to
log in with the wrong PIN.
With multiple rounds of effort,
these backlogs were met
during each transfer wave
by colleagues involved with
disbursement.
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❚ A segment of women with
daily earnings below USD 1.90
per day, had limited access to
mobile phones. These clients
were paired with a reliable
person (trusted relative,
neighbour or a friend) upon
proper verification by the field
staff.
❚ A lot of agents left for their
villages/homes closing their
shops due to the lockdown.
This situation improved to
some extent as the regulatory
authorities lifted the restriction
over MFS agents supporting
digital transactions during the
crisis.

❚ With a massive spike in digital
transactions, fraud calls
were also on the rise. Clients
began receiving frequent
calls from unknown numbers
giving them false messages
and asking for money. With
BRAC’s revamped public
awareness campaigns, cash
grant participants were aware
of it from the beginning and
they themselves created
community awareness.

As this piece was crafted,
Bangladesh went through
another wave of nationwide
shutdowns with a steep rise
in the COVID-19 cases as the
delta variant spread. Amid this
crisis, BRAC along with the
support from: Grameenphone,
Mutual Trust Bank, Eastern
Bank, Mercantile Bank, BRAC
Bank, Dhaka Bank, Bank Asia,
United Commercial Bank,
Standard Bank, Exim Bank.
along with Climate Bridge Fund
staff completed another round
of emergency disbursement to
more than 140,000 households
reaching a cumulative of
896,930 households from the
beginning till now.

BRAC’s humancentred design
approach to
leveraging
DFS during the
pandemic
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BRAC is a problem-solving
organisation driven by people’s
aspirations and a drive for positive
change. Amid emergencies
or changing realities faced by
the communities we serve,
our approach is often to return
with a drawing board to the
people and families who are at
the core of our work. We ask
ourselves: how can we make it
easier, simpler, faster and better
for our clients to access the
services they need? How might
we make services even more
inclusive? During the pandemic,
our strengths were in colleagues
who showed unending resilience
and creativity, and collaboration
across programmes, partners
and governments that enabled
us to respond proactively and
sustainably. Many of the cases

above relied on knowledge built
over decades of experimentation,
a learning mindset that persists
across BRAC, and the support of
our partners who are constantly
innovating with us.
Learn more about BRAC’s
innovative methods in BRACoron
and follow our experiments on
The Good Feed, SILverlining,
and the Social Innovation Lab’s
Medium publication.

Nothing motivated the world to adopt
digital technology faster than the ongoing
global pandemic. Adoption of technologies
by the communities we serve enabled us
to digitise our services such as financial
inclusion, education, health, and women
empowerment, to name a few. As a result,
our services are now more accessible and
befitting people’s ‘new normal’ lifestyle.
Simultaneously, the transformation
has improved the traceability and
accountability of our work.
KAM Morshed
Senior Director
BRAC

We recognise
and convey our
gratitude to all the
heroes at BRAC from our frontline
colleagues from
our field offices
to the head office
whose relentless
dedication and
commitment have
enabled BRAC
to stand by the
people of this
country in this
hour of global
crisis.

Safi Rahman Khan, Education Programme
Sahed Shams Azad,Microfinance
Md Liakath Ali,Climate Change Programme and Urban Development Programme
Dr Morseda Chowdhury, Health, Nutrition and Population Programme
Mohammed Abdus Salam, Urban Development Programme
Masud Ahmad, Urban Development Programme
BA Wahid Newton, Education programme
Kamal Hossain, Education programme
Moonmoon Shehrin, Microfinance
Md Farista Andalib, Microfinance
Sajal Kumar Saha, Urban Development Programme
Md Abdullah Al Mamun, Urban Development Programme
Sadia Tasnim, Microfinance
Md Shahadat Hossain, Microfinance
Md Elias Hossain, Microfinance
Alinoor Rahaman, Microfinance
Keya Kundu, Finance and Accounts
Naimul Islam, Health, Nutrition and Population Programme
Md Touhidul Islam, Health, Nutrition and Population Programme

Special thanks to:
KAM Morshed, Advocacy Innovation and Migration
Tanjina Anis, Social Innovation Lab
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For queries, reach out to us at
innovation@brac.net

